
TREASURER’S REPORT TO ACCOMPANY JULY FINANCIALS, 2018 
 
The 7/31/2018 Balance Sheet: 

● Reserves Balance $501,943 (up nearly $20k). Finally, reserves topped $500k. It’s an 
emotional victory (and will probably be short-lived), but for the time being, we can all 
rejoice in our Quintet’s monetary improvements thanks to Dwight Lockwood and the 
Reserves Committee.. 

● Operating Fund Balance $92,778. Our checking account had a quiet month, the bank 
balance remaining essentially unchanged (up $703).  

● Accounts Receivable $22,199 (up $2,600). As requested, I am including the current 
(redacted) Accounts Receivable Aging Report (dated July 31, 2018) here:  

 
○ The board is already familiar with the top line, as investigative proceedings are 

being considered. 
○ The fifth line represents a unit that is about to go into foreclosure. 
○ The sixth line represents a chronic late-paying owner. The balance will be paid 

eventually. It always is. 
○ Like the fifth line, the tenth line also represents a unit that is about to go into 

foreclosure. 
○ Two other units represented in this report are now in foreclosure. 

 
The 7/31/2018 Revenue & Expense Report: 

Total operating expenses are 98% of projections, matching last month’s condition. The 
only expense not discussed on these pages previously is Account #5603 - HVAC Repair, 
reflecting extensive repairs to of the HVAC system in the clubhouse in March and June. 
  



 
 
Regarding the Lobby Assessment 

Members of the Finance Committee have questioned the advisability of the lobby 
assessment and more importantly, they have suggested an alternative. 
    Specifically, the committee voiced its concern regarding the effect an assessment 
could have on real-estate listings at the Quintet. (The board has already seen email 
activity on this subject, from a title company representing a pending sale.) An 
assessment typically reflects an emergency at the association -- or at least a tenuous 
grasp of accounting practices -- and it’s unwarranted for such a monetarily insignificant 
(and elective) project as the lobbies. 
    The alternative suggested by the committee is to include the $60,000 
lobby-remodeling expense in the 2019 budget. It would be a one-time occurence, with 
the net financial effect being no different than the assessment: in effect, a monthly dues 
increase in 2019 ranging from $18 to $37 per unit over and above whatever dues 
adjustments are determined for the year. Although this would be recorded as a Reserves 
expense, it would not affect our Percent of Fully-Funded Reserves, assuming income 
and expense cancel each other. 
    To this end, I would encourage a motion to abandon the lobby-funding assessment 
and authorize a one-time $60,000 increase in Reserves contributions for the calendar 
year 2019. This increase would be over and above the 10% increase in Reserves 
contributions already planned for the year. 
 
<s> Tom Lichty 
Treasurer 

 


